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We created Spiritual Coloring Books with the Christian in mind. This delightful coloring book
features 30 floral illustrations, each with a quote from Jesus. The words of Jesus Christ are life
changing and timeless. Each illustration is printed on a single page with the reverse left blank. So
now you can: Spend time with God while coloring Learn Scriptures while you color Relax and have
fun coloring
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Purchased as a gift. Lovely scripture and coloring pages to reflect on for personal meditation. If
using markers, it is best to use a liner such as an old calender or plastic sheet (project covers) to
prevent markers from seeping onto next colouring page. Will purchase again.

A very nice collection of pages with scripture for you to color. I received my book promptly and have
enjoyed the relaxation that comes from putting pencil to paper. I think that colored pencils do a
better job than crayons, but there is plenty of pages so you can try out different techniques and
different medium. The scripture verses would also be easy to memorize as you complete each
page. This would be a good craft for kids too.

I was disappointed with this coloring book. All the scriptures are simply printed- no coloring there.
The pictures use a small percentage of the page- so there's not much to color on each one and the

pictures themselves are not nearly as creative as I was hoping for. I really wanted to like this and
will probably still color this because I was looking for another avenue to pray Scripture. Glad it was
only $6 - if it had been more I probably would have returned it. It's a great idea- needs a little more
before I order another one like this

Like my other Scriptures coloring book. I get them to have a way to learn my Scriptures. it is a
source of help for me. i have a hard time remembering and it helps. i recommend this book to
anyone.

A beautifully illustrated book. I love the pages and it reminds you of God's word! It helps to calm me
to color when my nerves are frayed, This book wold make a great gift for someone under stress.
The pages are easy and fun to color. I would buy again!

Another beautiful coloring book from spiritual coloring books. I looked for others but they cost more
and I like these better. They are going to be great Christmas presents.

This book is well done , I have enjoyed coloring it VERY much and would purchase more done in
this manner.

I bought this for my young daughter. I didn't find the designs to be quite up to the standard of most
of these types of coloring books I've seen, and some of the Scripture the author chose are actually
quite bleak and harsh. I expected more uplifting selections.
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